Are you in human resources and looking to recruit talent and connect with college students? The Career
Corner Networking Lounge will be a dedicated space at #EPIC2022 to do just that. Our vision for the Lounge
is an intimate setting that will allow you to connect with students and professionals in industry in a way that
they wouldn’t at a traditional career fair. As a sponsor of the Lounge, you will get Recruiter Access, allowing
you to network with the #EPIC2022 attendees walking through and specifically, college students that are
attending San Jacinto College.
Career Corner Networking Lounge Sponsorship - $500
• (2) Recruiter Passes to the Lounge
• (1) Retractable Banner Display Spot (banner not provided)
• Place to Display Marketing Collateral
• Logo on Event Signage

What is #EPIC2022?
The Empowering Pumps & Industry Conference (#EPIC2022) is where the industry can come to connect with
manufacturers, distributors, end users, associations, and students in one place. The two-day event will
feature presentations from subject matter experts, tabletop displays, outdoor exhibits, and a tour of San
Jacinto’s state of the art CPET facility and equipment training labs.

Who is attending?
The Empowering Pumps & Industry Conference is open to all professionals working in the industry. #EPIC2022
will have college students from the San Jacinto College in attendance that are studying process technology,
chemical technology, instrumentation technology, mechanical skills and more.
In addition to college students #EPIC2022, will have professionals working in the pumps and equipment,
leadership, and manufacturing and IoT spaces in attendance. These are professionals that are looking to
recruit and connect with students, connect with other industry professionals, and broaden their knowledge
and skillset.
If you have any questions or would like to reserve a career corner tabletop display, please contact Vince
Marino at vince@empoweringpumps.com
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